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The main features of the Ultra-light Pro Multi
Tenor Drums are, besides the powerful sound
and a high projection, the extremely low weight
and a balanced center of gravity. The play dis-
tance to the body can be adjusted infinitely.

TimpToms fill the field between snare and bass
drum. For a marching band, they represent an
important sound enrichment; but through the play of
rolls, scrapes etc., they also have a visual effect
which should not be underestimated. Through both
factors a larger audience is reached.  We offer multi
tenor drums as a quad, quint or six in different
sizes.  Multi tenor drums resemble to small drum
sets and are carried ...

Design features

Ultra-light built waterproof bonded cut-away 6-ply shells with weather-proof lacquering of the inside, edge protector at the bottom
sides, chromed triple-flenged rims, tuning key

Item-# Shell/Bowl (Inch) Shell/Bowl (cm) Heads Tension Screws Weight (lbs / kg)

MT-ULT-4H11-1HM
Quad - 8″, 10″, 12″,
13″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 5 / 5 5.1

MT-ULT-4H21-1HM
Quad - 8″, 10″, 12″,
14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 5 / 6 5.4

MT-ULT-4H31-1HM
Quad - 10″, 12″, 13″,
14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 5 / 5 / 6 6.1

MT-ULT-5H11-1HM
Quint - 6″, 8″, 10″, 12″,
13″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 4 / 5 / 5 5.7

MT-ULT-5H21-1HM
Quint - 6″, 10″, 12″,
13″, 14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 5 / 5 / 6 6.7

MT-ULT-5H31-1HM
Quint - 6″, 8″, 10″, 12″,
14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 4 / 5 / 6 7.0

MT-ULT-5H41-1HM
Quint - 8″, 10″, 12″,
13″, 14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 5 / 5 / 6 7.3

MT-ULT-6H11-1HM
Six - 6″, 6″, 8″, 10″,
12″, 13″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 4 / 4 / 5 / 5 7.4

MT-ULT-6H21-1HM
Six - 6″, 6″, 8″, 10″,
12″, 14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 4 / 4 / 5 / 6 7.7

MT-ULT-6H31-1HM
Six - 6″, 6″, 10″, 12″,
13″, 14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 4 / 5 / 5 / 6 8.4
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MT-ULT-6H41-1HM
Six - 6″, 8″, 10″, 12″,
13″, 14″ PinStripe Extra 4 / 4 / 4/ 5 / 5 / 6 8.6
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Product Features

Mini Lugs made from light
metal
Reduced mass leads to an
even lighter shell that can vib-
rate freely. The result is a pre-
mium multi tenor drum, easy
on the back an...

Chromed Steel Tripple-Flan-
ged Rims
The triple flange design provi-
des high robustness in combi-
nation with low weight and con-
tributes to the open resonance
oft he drum...

Full Edge Protection
A feather-light  visually appea-
ling chromed plastic profile
protects the shell edge against
mechanical damage.
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Equipment

PinStripe Extra
By a special edge bonding of both films high frequency overtones are damped for warm reso-
nance. The head features moderate attack ...

Accessories

Plug & Play Carrier
As the name “Plug & Play”
implies - simplicity is the key
to this carrier system: Extre-
mely comfortable to carry and
easy to a...

PinStripe Extra
By a special edge bonding of
both films high frequency over-
tones are damped for warm
resonance. The head features
moderate attack ...

Black PinStripe Extra
Two-ply, black
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The main features of the Ultra-light Pro Multi
Tenor Drums are, besides the powerful sound
and a high projection, the extremely low weight
and a balanced center of gravity. The play distan-
ce to the body can be adjusted infinitely.

TimpToms fill the field between snare and bass drum.
For a marching band, they represent an important
sound enrichment; but through the play of rolls, scra-
pes etc., they also have a visual effect which should
not be underestimated. Through both factors a larger
audience is reached. 

We offer multi tenor drums as a quad, quint or six in
different sizes. 

Multi tenor drums resemble to small drum sets and
are carried with a harness. Beside the sound, of cour-

se the weight and a balanced center of gravity play a decisive role. The UltraLeicht Pro Multi Tenor Drums represent the direct
development of the tried and tested ultra-light instruments. Thanks to a modified shell design and an especially developped edge
protection an additional ca. 5 percent of weight could be saved. 

The shallow cut of the 6-ply shells provides well balanced depth to diameter proportions allowing maximum resonance, focus and a
power boost while the rounded bearing edges help eliminate unwanted overtones. Without consuming assembly all sets can be
used together with the Lefima Plug & Play Carryier system or the Multi Tenor Stand #ZS-TIM-1615-TOM by simply plugging on the
adapter. Even a quick and efficient change from stand tom carrier and vice versa is guaranteed.

Adequate Adapter

This adapter operates with any Lefima multi-tom set, regardless if it is a trio, quad, quint or six.
As a proper playing position is essential for producing good sound quality throughout the rhythmic passage regardless if there are
scrapes, crossovers or sweeps, the Lefima harness system is fully adjustable:
For a maximum playing comfort, the distance of the multi toms can be adjusted infinitely towards the player. To factor different
sizes and shapes of Tenor drummers, the multi-tom set can be tilted towards the player. The angle is infinitely adjustable and has a
memory function, which remembers the angle even after the adapter was dismantled for transport.
In addition, the basic harness can be infinitely adjusted to fit any body size and shape.
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Space for your notes
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